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Making places for people



Develop and sustain a safer, 
cleaner and smarter public space 
throughout Observatory;

Contribute to Obs
Contribute to a commercially 
attractive, artistically vibrant, 
ecologically sustainable and 
family-friendly environment;

Nurture Obs
Nurture the unique ambience, 
charm and diversity of Observatory 
village as a meeting place of 
artists, intellectuals, 
professionals, workers, residents 
and visitors;

Work together
Foster cooperation between 
residents, ethical businesses, 
other stakeholders and the City.

We make sure that our programmes and services are developed and 
implemented in order to deliver against our mission.
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This constitutes the Observatory Improvement District’s Board Chairperson’s report for the financial year 
from 1 July 2021 until 30 June 2022. It focuses on this period, but with some reflection on the period June 
2022-October 2022. In some places I may also provide a longer-term view, given OBSID has been approved 
for our next five year term taking us through to June 2027.

The report is intended to provide a strategic and governance overview of the health of the OBSID as seen 
from its Board of Directors and its Chairperson in particular. It is intended to complement the management 
overview and report provided by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

I have been a director of the OBSID Board for four years, and Chairperson for the past year. I am resigning 
from the OBSID at this AGM. 

Obsid – behind the scenes

The business of running a CID is a complicated one and I see it as something akin to that image of a swan – 
serene on the surface and paddling energetically behind the scenes and again this year the OBSID team has 
proven their worth in all areas. This reporting year brings to an end the five year term and business plan of 
the CID that commenced in 2017.

From an operational point of view we have managed to keep a very lean operational core, with operational 
expenses remaining relatively flat while we have increased services and initiated new projects.

Our largest programme remains public safety, with OBSID engaged daily in proactive measures to prevent 
crime and respond to support residents when they need it. The decision in 2020 to add an additional vehicle 
and foot patrollers continues to have impact, and we intend to build on these expanded deployment levels 
further with the addition of a fourth vehicle budgeted for the 2023/24 financial year.

Our social development programme has also kept its focus on sustainable partnerships and impactful 
pathways of support through workplace development, individualised case management via the integration 
of a full-time qualified social worker into our team and consistent outreach services. Our involvement in the 
Rainbow House has come to an end however we continue to support a small number of our OBSID clients in 
a limited way until they have finalised their accommodation plans going forward.

Our cleaning teams are on the streets daily picking up a literal mountain of rubbish. This often feels like an 
uphill battle, as detailed in the management overview that follows. We continue to investigate ways to 
expand opportunities for recycling initiatives.

In terms of projects, we have continued our work on aspirational placemaking projects – this year’s being a 
heritage project “Telling the Story of Observatory”. This and others tackled in prior years are not short term 
projects, and it will be rewarding to watch them as they progress over the next few years.  A more immediate 
impact can be seen in our community greening project – most notably recently in the Rochester Road Park, 
transforming this space.

The Board

The last AGM took place on 28 October 2021, both in-person and virtually. It successfully approved the budget 
and implementation plans for this year as well as the five year business plan and budget for the upcoming 
term, elected me - Claire Everatt - as well as Edwin Angless and we welcomed a new board member who 
subsequently resigned.  We have since co-opted Léo Boisnier to the Board until the upcoming AGM.
 

Chairpersons Report
OBSID

2021/22
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At the first meeting of the board I was elected as Chair and Kari Cousins as Vice Chair. The role of the 
board is to:

• Provide strategic direction for the OBSID
• Adopt its budget and implementation plan
• Approve OBSID policies 
• Ensure oversight of OBSID implementation and adherence to policy
• Report to members

Most board members have been attending board meetings regularly having read documentation and 
are available for and contribute to urgent decisions. The Board has been able to fulfil its governance 
and oversight role, guided by the various policies and plans that govern OBSID, and the principles that 
underpin these. 

After several extraordinary years navigating the Covid-19 pandemic this was very much a year of 
consolidation and we are excited to embark on the next 5 years together. 

OBSID CEO, team contractors and partners

This has been the fourth full year that Amanda Kirk has had a strong hand on the tiller as the OBSID CEO 
and the vast skill set that she brings to the role is vital in the smooth running of the organisation. 

During the year Amanda was ably supported by OBSID’s precinct manager, Stoney Steenkamp.  As you 
may be aware, Stoney resigned in September 2022 to take up an exciting position with opportunities 
for career growth closer to his home and although his loss will be keenly felt we wish him success in his 
new venture.

Social worker Vuyokazi Mbala joined us part way through this year and works closely with Amanda Mjo 
(our work-based rehabilitation team supervisor).  Vuyo has fitted in well with our team and clients and is 
building on the successes of her predecessors.

And finally the heart of our team are the OBSID urban management team who have gone above and 
beyond to serve the community of Obs in this year of high need and high delivery.

The core team is supported by a number of contractors and partners. Securitas remains our security 
provider having recently been reappointed for a 3 year term, with Leon Nzenza working as an integral 
part of our planning and strategies. I encourage you all to follow OBSID’s regular safety updates on social 
media.  I also ask you to work with our public safety officers in any way you can to proactively prevent 
crime in Obs – a constant refrain is the amount of proactive engagements our security officers have each 
month – these range from letting residents know that their gates are open or cars unlocked to warning 
about goods left in plain sight in cars.  I have been the beneficiary of these warnings once or twice and 
while I’m extremely grateful I’m also acutely aware that the officer’s time could be more profitably spent 
benefitting our community as a whole. 

We have a solid network of partners in the social development space.  This important network of 
expertise and care is critical to Obs’ response to working with vulnerable residents. 

Our cleaning and greening programmes, and placemaking projects have enjoyed the collaboration of 
Straatwerk, Green4Life, Communitree and Social Trends Development Services this year. It’s been 
really encouraging to see the programmes continue to flourish.
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This team, and the employees of our contractors, are the face of OBSID and are seen as Observatory’s 
“first responders”. They are often called to assist when the calls should actually be directed to SAPS, 
Law Enforcement or other agencies and they respond fully and enthusiastically wherever they are able.
I wish to thank them for the incredible efforts that they make every day for the community of Observatory. 

Finally, thanks go to the OCA for sharing their communications channels to ensure that residents of Obs 
are able to access information and updates about OBSID.

Finance and Projects

We are in good standing financially and with the City.

We have once again received a clean audit and are spending our resources on improved services and 
additional projects as mandated by all of you.

We have continued to keep our operational and staffing costs consistent as a proportion of overall 
spend to ensure that you are receiving value for money. 

Conclusion

I have lived in Obs for 25 years and have watched the suburb change in many ways and face many 
challenges - and I have also watched as each time committed residents have reacted together with 
NGOs and business people that call Obs home to adapt and find new ways of working together to solve 
these challenges.

I have no doubt that this will continue and OBSID will also continue to adapt its role in the neighbourhood. 
We have strived to continue to deliver good service levels, while managing resources efficiently, and 
developing an aspirational pipeline of projects that will bring the people of Observatory together in new 
ways.

As I step aside from OBSID I can look back with pride at what this team has achieved in the last few years 
and I wish the team the best in taking this important work forward. It’s been an honour working with and 
for the community of Obs over the past 4 years. My many thanks go to Amanda Kirk and the OBSID team, 
the Board of Directors and all of you.

Claire Everatt
OBSID Chairperson
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After navigating two years of the Covid-19 pandemic, this year has shown the lingering 
negative effects on our community of lockdowns, economic downturns, the rising 
cost of living and mental health challenges.  

The OBSID team’s focus has been on ensuring that we continue to deliver value for 
money services, maximise our resources, are responsive to new challenges from the 
community and always keep an eye on the quality of the services we deliver.

We’re proud to have continued to deliver our range of services to the best of our 
abilities and despite resource constraints in a time where many institutional systems 
in the country are wobbling or failing entirely.

This year has been a hard slog – but the team has once again proven our worth.  We’ve 
bucked the widely reported trend as regards increasing crime incidents – reporting 
the lowest number of incidents in 6 reporting cycles and assisted in more arrests than 
prior years.  We’ve collected more bags of refuse from the streets and public spaces 
than prior years.  Our social development programme services are ever expanding 
and we still found time to engage with special projects and events support.

This reporting year brings the current five year term and business plan (2017-2022) 
to an end and we look forward to entering into a new and ambitious era with you as 
members and the wider Obs community.

We have managed to keep a very lean operational core, with operational expenses 
remaining relatively flat.

Our largest programme remains public safety, with OBSID engaged daily in proactive 
measures to prevent crime and respond to support residents when they need it on 
the expanded deployment levels. 

Our social development programme has kept its focus on sustainable partnerships 
as well as impactful pathways of support through work-based rehabilitation, 
individualised case management, consistent outreach services and the integration 
of a full-time qualified social worker into our team.

Our cleaning teams are on the streets daily, and we enjoyed additional support from 
the City of Cape Town’s Expanded Public Works Programme for three months of the 
year.

I want to give thanks to each and every OBSID staff member, the OBSID Board 
members as well as each member of the Securitas public safety team for their efforts 
this year.  

Special thanks go again to Robert Witbooi and Charl Brooks of Securitas for their 
efforts in supporting and strengthening the OBSID’s public safety programme.  
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We have kept our focus on internal controls and processes, the stabilisation of 
services and deepening and improving relationships with service providers.  We’re 
ever mindful of our obligations to rate payers to deliver value for money as well as 
our legal and governance obligations.

Finance and Projects:
We are in good standing financially and with the City.
We have once again received a clean audit.

We have continued to keep our operational and staffing costs consistent as a 
proportion of overall spend to ensure that you are receiving value for money. 

Relationship With City Of Cape Town:
Our relationship with the City of Cape Town is essentially two-fold. The CID office 
regulates our activities and ensures that we fulfil essential governance and reporting 
requirements. We maintain a good relationship with this office and are thus in good 
standing. 

However, in terms of service coordination of city services, we have a limited 
engagement or influence.   Strengthening these relationships is necessary for the 
successful functioning of OBSID.

During the reporting period, we submitted comments on the City’s proposed revised 
CID policy and bylaw. 

Even these revisions seem to give insufficient attention to the roles and 
responsibilities of the City in enabling the success of CIDs. This is particularly 
concerning as the diversity and intensity of services falling under CIDs expand, 
requiring deeper collaboration and responsiveness between line departments of the 
City and CIDs, but where CIDs are often submitting C3 service requests like any other 
customer, or unable to get guarantees of service delivery standards, response times 
or any indication of a true “partnership” in our relationships with City counterparts 
(beyond the CID branch).

Board Of Directors:
The Board of Directors is stable and well-functioning.  One new member was voted 
onto the Board at the 2021 AGM, who subsequently resigned (Marco Morgan) and the 
Board co-opted an additional Board member (Léo Boisnier) during this reporting 
period.  

All Board governance processes are in place, including POPIA declarations from 
all Board members.  Board Observer Agreements governing the role of political 
observers are also in place. The Board currently comprises 8 members and meets at 
least 6 times a year.

Corportate Governance:
We are compliant with all SARS, CIPC and City of Cape Town requirements.

Human Resource:
HR systems are stable and functioning well.  Staff attendance is very satisfactory, 
with little to no unplanned absenteeism.  Staff management processes – including 
half and full year performance reviews as well as performance counselling and 
misconduct management processes – are in place and effective.

During the reporting period, there were three staff exits – Zusakhe Voyi (Social 
Development) resigned in January 2022 and was replaced by Vuyokazi Mbala and 
Ibrahim Chiwaya (Urban Management) was dismissed for gross misconduct in March 
2022 and replaced by Sindile Mati. Jacques Wiesner (Urban Management) was 
dismissed for gross misconduct in May 2022 and replaced by Paul Drummond in July 
2022.
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Finance Systems
We continue to enjoy solid working relationships with both our accounting service 
provider, Accounts Star c.c. and our auditors – Cecil Kilpin and Co.

We received an unqualified audit report for the 2020/2021 year and expect the same 
for this reporting year.

Internal financial management processes and controls are in place and effective.

Communications
We continued to activate our communications strategy in the reporting year, through 
our website, social media platforms and member web letters.

Our website is up to date and compliant with City CID management unit requirements 
in terms of the information that is accessible on the site.  The OBSID site is POPIA 
compliant.

We continue to see growth in our social media audience, due to regular and informative 
posts and updates covering all aspects of our work.  

We also engage with the community via multiple WhatsApp groups as well as 
Observatory focussed social media pages.

Infographics have continued to prove very useful in giving the community insight to 
our work, we’ve also produced short animated infographics in 2022 that have been 
posted to various social media channels
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Public Safety

59
Incidents Reported

30
Theft Incidents

April 2022
Activity Report

51%
reported, were theft related

of crime incidents

268 Proactive actions recorded by the public safety team
(e.g. open gates, visible valuables, and unlocked cars) 

5
  by SAPS

Arrests

Urban Management 

We tracked and recorded crime incidents.

We worked to improve the district.

6179 72Bags of refuse were
collected from streets
and public spaces

City infrastructure 
faults reported to
City of Cape Town

Graffiti sites
attended to

Social Development

25
Clients Seen

56
Services Offered

Clients
attending medical
appointments

Supporting those in need.

7 Illegal dumping
sites reported to
City of Cape Town47 Illegal

dumping sites
attended to

CITY OF CT EMERGENCY:  DIAL 107 FROM LANDLINE  /  021 4807700 FROM MOBILE
POLICE: 10111    OBSID 24 HOUR CONTROL ROOM: 021 4471066    OBS ID .ORG.Z A

3

1 Clients supported to continue
accessing OST from TBHIV Care

9 Clients registered on
work rehab programme 1639 Refuse bags filled by the

work based rehab team

HELP

25

1 Client assisted with
applying for ID document
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This year, we collected 55 562 bags of refuse from the public spaces of Observatory!  
This includes emptying of bins in public spaces and basic maintenance of the parks in 
Observatory – these responsibilities have devolved from the City to OBSID over time.

The OBSID urban management team works seven days a week, tackling hotspots, 
collecting dumping, completing dumpsite runs and picking up litter. In addition, they 
do weeding, deep cleaning and drain cleaning across Observatory.

The below graph reflects the total number of bags that have been collected per month 
in this financial year:

Our team works in their individually designated sectors from Mondays to Fridays, 
with a smaller team concentrated on bins in public spaces, the business precinct 
and pedestrian routes over weekends.  We complete a once daily bag collection and 
thrice weekly dump runs.

Keeping Observatory Clean

4568

3825
41064352 4142

4836
4478

4745 4711

6179

4915 4708
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Dumping remains a challenge – with 377 incidents reported this year.  Restaurants 
along Lower Main and residents living just off Lower Main remain significant 
contributors to the figures below.

The below graph reflects the total number of illegal dumping incidents attended to 
per month in this reporting period:

Partnerships In Urban Management:

Our outsourced arrangements with Straatwerk – focussed on graffiti removal - and 
Green4Life Gardeners – focussed on the green spaces of Observatory - both delivered 
exceptional results and both contracts have been continued in the new financial year.  
We are confident that their standards and response times will remain at the levels we 
expect.

City Infrastructure In Observatory:

City infrastructure faults resulted in 1030 C3s (service request) being logged with the 
City during this reporting period.

We enjoy good service levels from the City as regards C3s that could hamper safety – 
for example potholes and other road surface damage and street lighting, with issues 
being resolved within a few days.  On average, most C3 reports are attended to within 
one month. OBSID has an agreement with the Ward Councillor’s office as regards C3s 
– any that are outstanding at month end are escalated to his office for their further 
attention.  This has had a noticeable impact on the City’s turnaround time on non-
urgent C3 requests.

The graph below indicates the range and types of issues reported to the City during 
this period

Our work-based rehabilitation team provides 5.5 hours of daily cleaning in the public 
spaces from Mondays to Fridays, always starting on the Village Green, then moving 
along and under the Station Road Bridge, then deployed into sectors as determined 
by the Area Manager.  The team also tackled drain pit cleaning in preparation for the 
winter rains this year.

12 19 29 24 24 29
46

26 36 47
17 34 28

377

285
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26 22
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8 2
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: The challenge of dealing with people living in public spaces is never ending and 

increasing.  Observatory has a generous community, many of whom are keen to give 
handouts.

Our social development programme is strong.  We have a sound programme framework 
that includes outreach, individual case management, linkage services and access to 
work-based rehabilitation and supportive housing, the latter offered by partners after 
OBSID ended its supportive housing pilot project in September 2021.  

We continue to see significant impact through our linkage work – attending hospital 
and clinic visits with clients, thereby ensuring that they are able to access healthcare 
and other services.  We’ve seen more and more of those living on the streets of 
Observatory receiving medical treatment, resuming chronic medication use and 
being assessed for participation in Opioid Substitution Therapy (OST) through TB HIV 
Care.

The implementation of the social development module of Incident Desk has 
significantly improved programme reporting and client record keeping.

Our work-based rehabilitation programme offers daily structure, group sessions, a 
participation stipend and the chance to belong to something and practice life and 
work skills.  Clients of the work-based rehabilitation programme are drawn from the 
chronic homeless population of Observatory (having been on the streets for longer 
than 10 years).

We’re very proud of our work-based rehabilitation team.  The programme has been 
running for 2 ½ years and has had real impact on the lives of most of the participants.  
All nine still active on the programme at the end of the reporting period, have 
moved and stayed off the streets in their time with the OBSID programme – six are 
in supportive housing to which they contribute rent, two participants have returned 
to their families with ongoing support from OBSID, and one has gone into her own 
housing, and been reunited with her minor children.

The number may seem small when compared to the number of people living in 
the public spaces of Observatory, but it’s a clear indication that a structured, 
developmentally focused approach to dealing with homelessness can have impact.  
Imagine if the Province and the City started freeing up buildings, land and funding for 
more programme like this – what impact could these programmes have then?

In January 2022, OBSID entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with Khulisa 
Streetscapes to access Treasury funding for costs associated with the work-based 
rehabilitation programme (referred to as the Public Employment Programme – PEP).  
This funding continued for 5 months in this reporting period and it is hoped that 
further funding from this source will be accessed in the next reporting period. 

55 active clients of the social 
development programme.  

At year end, we recorded 
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bags of refuse were removed from the public 
spaces of Observatory by the work-based re-
habilitation programme team, primarily from 
around encampments on the Village Green 
and near the Station Road Bridge.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT BY THE NUMBERS:

36 people received 
Covid-19 vaccinations 
(arranged by OBSID).  

282 client appointments were 
held, with 792 different 
services 

50 medical 
appointments 
accessed 2 clients reunified 

with their families and 
living off the streets 2 clients assisted to 

move into their own 
accommodation

1 client found 
permanent 
employment 1 client joined 

his family’s business 4 clients accessed and 
remained in shelters

4 clients assisted to suc-
cessfully apply for SASSA 
grants (old ag, disability) 2 clients assisted 

with obtaining identity 
documents

11
clients accessing our work 
based rehabilitation pro-
gramme, 9 still active at the 
end of the reporting period

5
clients supported to access 
Opioid Substitution Therapy 
(OST) through our partnership 
with TBHIV Care

19 584
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The Obz Rainbow House:

OBSID ceased managing and funding the Rainbow House in September 2021.  An 
organisation called The Rehoming Collective engaged with the landlord and took 
over management of the facility.  As OBSID clients were living in the house, OBSID 
assisted with bed sponsorship and the collection of rental contributions from the 
OBSID clients.

In early 2022, management difficulties at The Rehoming Collective necessitated a 
change in personnel.  Unfortunately, The Rehoming Collective is no longer able to fund 
or support the house.  OBSID clients are no longer resident in the house and OBSID is 
no longer funding or supporting the house.  DAG (Development Action Group) have 
taken on a facilitation role between the landlord and the residents for a limited time.

The Dignity Project:

OBSID continued managing and servicing toilets in the public spaces to tackle the 
issue of human waste.  The units, serviced by Sanitech, and maintained by the OBSID 
cleaning team, have led to a significant reduction in human waste in the centre of 
Observatory. 

Partnership with TBHIV Care:

OBSID continued to partner with TBHIV Care on their PWID (People Who Inject Drugs 
programme) and this partnership continued through the reporting period.  OBSID 
provides safe needle disposal facilities, as well as issuing harm reduction packs 
which has led to a reduction in the number of used needles in the public spaces and 
allowed individuals living on the streets to gain access to OBSID’s social development 
services when accessing needle exchange services.
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ON THE TOPIC OF HOMELESSNESS…

People living in the public spaces and on the streets of towns and cities have become a 
common feature of modern urbanisation.  Observatory is no different, with a significant 
increase in the numbers of homeless visible throughout the suburb. The OBSID and the city 
are facing pressure by property owners and tenants to take action to address this issue 
as they feel threatened by the growing number and spread of homeless encampments and 
issues related to homelessness remain the number one cause for public complaints to the 
City. Demands and maybe hopes for a ‘quick fix’ are common but sustainable solutions are 
lacking.  

Chronic homelessness and related behavioural health issues have roots in family 
dysfunction, unemployment, and poverty. Adults without jobs or grants are often forced 
to leave homes in search for employment and run a high risk of ending up on the streets. 
Childhood physical, sexual, and emotional abuse and neglect are disproportionally 
high in this key population. Research has unequivocally linked childhood traumas to 
later life maladaptive coping mechanisms and substance use problems - key drivers of 
homelessness. The group has little to no access to mental health services, frail care, 
substance rehabilitation or housing and limited access to health care.

It’s important to reiterate that the OBSID does not have the mandate to break down 
structures or forcibly remove people from public spaces, this responsibility lies with the 
City of Cape Town.  Court proceedings prior to the pandemic have significantly restricted 
law enforcement’s ability to enforce bylaws – until appeals against these rulings are heard, 
the City’s work is made more difficult.

There are no quick fixes, but it’s clear that law enforcement alone won’t address the 
challenge – communities and NGOs need to be capacitated and funded, in order to deliver 
integrated programmes encompassing psychosocial assistance, development support, 
work opportunities and housing with law enforcement as a last resort to tackle the 
criminal element hiding within the homeless population.  OBSID is doing what it can inside 
of its budget and resource constraints to deliver an integrated programme, working with 
partners on housing and harm reduction strategies.

Try to understand the complexities of the challenge – people will only move if there’s 
something better to move to, so consider funding placement on a work-based rehab 
programme for someone, or offer to rent a property to a NGO at a reduced market rental 
so they can run a drop in centre or housing from it.  This is going to require a combined 
effort from all of us to achieve a positive result.
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We have a very well-organized, extensive public safety service in Observatory in 
partnership with our safety contractor, Securitas. This contract has been renewed 
for the first three years of the new business term (2022–2027).

Our public safety service includes 24/7/265 foot and vehicle patrols backed up by a 
control room and licence plate recognition (LPR) systems.  

We’re constantly adjusting our deployments to respond to crime trends and can see 
the impact of the efforts of our community safety team in keeping the community 
of Observatory safe.

Keeping Observatory safe:

We recorded 627 incidents during the year, a slight drop from 2020/21 and the lowest 
annual total since 2016. 
The below graph reflects the annual reported incidents for the past 6 reporting cycles:

The below graph indicates the type and number of incidents reported this year

This reporting cycle saw vehicle related theft incidents become prominent, 
accounting for 36% of the reported incidents, broken down as follows:
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The trend of opportunistic crime in Observatory continued throughout the year. 

Even though crime and the perceived increase in incidents were often the topic 
of discussion on various social media platforms, the community have failed to act 
responsibly towards their property and possessions.  A considerable amount of time 
was spent by our deployed personnel informing owners or residents of unlocked 
vehicles, open doors, and open garages or premises gates.  We believe that our 
proactive actions assisted in reducing the amount of incidents reported for the year.

It’s alarming to note that we recorded 3 150 pro-active actions in this reporting period.
  
The graph below shows the different types of proactive actions taken by our public 
safety team.  The community needs to do better!

Arrests:

The public safety officers assisted SAPS in making 93 arrests during this period. 
Unfortunately, in 21 cases the complainants did not want to open a criminal case and 
the suspects had to be released. 

The graph indicates the categories of offences that suspects were detained for:

Community involvement:

Although we are patrolling the streets 24/7 we could be more effective if the community 
was more involved in reporting suspicious activity. The public safety officers cannot 
be everywhere all the time and if we can join forces with the community our resources 
can be more affectively utilised.  

The Obs Neighbourhood Watch was reformed in late 2021 and has assisted OBSID with 
monitoring WhatsApp groups for crime incidents and encouraging people to report 
to OBSID.  The Watch has yet to submit its registration application to the authorities 
and is struggling to attract active members, but OBSID continues to support the 
management committee in any way we can. 

3 150 
It’s alarming to note 

that we recorded 

Pro-active actions in
 this reporting period.
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Woodstock Community Policing Forum - Sector 1 (Observatory) sub-forum 
establishment:

2022 has seen the establishment of this sub-forum.  The sub-forum’s role is to 
serve as the link between the community and our local SAPS station.  OBSID has 
membership of the sub-forum and hopes to be able to positively influence its work 
using the excellent relationship we enjoy with Woodstock SAPS as a base for sub-
forum engagements.

The challenges:

The public safety team have faced many challenges during this period and these 
challenges are not likely to decrease soon. 

Even though the number of cases reported to SAPS has shown a slight increase, 
Observatory remains vulnerable to criminal elements as SAPS’s statistics still aren’t a 
true reflection of what is occurring in our area.  

The OBSID public safety officers do not have enforcement powers and are dependent 
on the different law enforcement departments to deal with the more serious 
complaints. The blanket court order by the Cape Town High Court have left the public 
safety officers to deal with homeless complaints to the best of their ability with the 
means available to them. 

The lack of law enforcement being able to enforce by-laws have resulted in many 
people now living around the Village Green. The people living on the streets are 
vulnerable and criminal elements are taking advantage of them. The people living on 
the streets cannot act against the criminal elements nor can they inform on them as 
this will leave them exposed to retaliation. Criminal elements are also moving into the 
area for short periods to commit crimes before they move on. 

Securitas contract management – monthly assessments and related:

We continue to enjoy an excellent working relationship with Securitas.  Weekly site 
meetings are held to review crime statistics, discuss deployments and address any 
areas of concern.  Two different monthly assessments are completed each month 
and areas of focus arising from these assessments are actioned immediately.

Our relationship with SAPS remains a very positive one with good channels of 
communication to the Station Commander and Visible Policing Commander.  
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We delivered on 3 different projects during this reporting period:

Greening – after a successful launch of our strategic green infrastructure strategy in 
2021, we continued with the rollout in 2022.  Greening activations took place in the 
Rochester Road Park and at the train station.

Events support – we supplied management support and funded additional public 
safety services to Streetopia 2021 as well as 3 activations (under the label “Let’s Save 
Obs”) hosted by the Armchair Theatre during 2022.

Telling the Story of Observatory – we commissioned an in-depth report describing 
the heritage of our suburb which was delivered late in 2021.  The BSID Board hopes to 
engage with suitable providers soon to bring the report to life via digital and physical 
activations.

We also participated in the Obs Journey - Obs residents working together to address 
local social issues.

The Journey describes itself as “a group of formally and informally housed residents 
concerned about crime, safety, litter, anti-social behaviour and lack of services in 
our community. Our purpose is to improve trust and communication amongst all Obs 
residents and have a series of conversations, led by an independent organisation or 
person, where we talk about fair and sustainable solutions to our neighbourhood’s 
social issues. Our goal is to agree on short- and long-term solutions that we can all 
work on together in a spirit of community and trust.”

A project commissioned in 2021 – Reimagining the Village Green – has not been 
progressed due to the high numbers of people currently calling the Green home and 
the lack of options in tackling this issue.  We’re hopeful that engagements with the 
Ward Councillor around the proposed outcomes of this project may lead to allocation 
of ward budgets in future years to bring the findings to life.
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At a full Council meeting held on the 28 April 2022, OBSID’s new term was approved 
(2022 to 2027).  This follows the approval given by members in attendance at our AGM 
in October 2021.

The five year strategic planning process undertaken by the OBSID Board  to inform the 
Business Plan, took into account community surveys, reviews of frequent feedback 
to OBSID, insights from Obs related chat groups and social media pages, trends in 
CIDs and BIDs globally, pressures to service delivery locally, historic financial and 
operational performance of OBSID, and options for operationalising projects that you, 
our members, have supported and/or requested during the past five years, as well as 
the financial impact on residents’ overall rates bill and value for money in this regard.

We know that there are many important issues on the minds of Obs residents. 
However, we cannot achieve the common goal of a safer and healthier community for 
all without working together, without communicating regularly and openly about the 
complexities of the challenges, and without trying new things while maintaining an 
investment in the things we know work well. 

The next Five-year Business Plan thus includes many of the familiar basic OBSID 
services that you have come to rely on including the phased introduction of expanded 
services in our core programmes of public safety, cleaning, social development. We 
have also moved to operationalise previous pilot projects so that they can be relied 
on going forward. We aim to introduce, largely at the request of the City, minor 
infrastructure maintenance services. 

Finally, we’ll keep sight of aspirational special projects and assign budget and 
resources to these as concepts are defined.

We look forward to continuing our work in the public spaces of Observatory and to 
working with you and the wider community to improve our neighbourhood.
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: A sincere word of thanks to the OBSID staff – Nicholas Jansen, Master Banda, Hugh 
Chimwa, Bonisile (Oscar) Mrwashu, Mickael Rabbaney, Raymond Duarte, Sindile Mati, 
Paul Drummond, Stoney Steenkamp, Portia Mnukwa, Amanda Mjo and Vuyo Mbala.  

Your efforts this year continue to be noteworthy and very much appreciated.

Leon Nzenza (seconded from Securitas) is an invaluable part of the team, 
coordinating our office and control room systems and processes and providing 
ongoing support to our public safety team.

The OBSID cannot function without the ongoing support of many other entities and 
structures.  To this end, we wish to express our sincere thanks to the following:

• Eddie Scott, Joepie Joubert, Bonita Ascot, Alma Stoffels and Nonhlanhla 
Ngubane at the City CID Unit;

• SAPS – Colonel Matroos – Station Commander, Warrant Officer Muller – 
Designated Liquor Officer; Warrant Officer Smith – Crime Intelligence 
Officer and Constable Rhoode – Sector Commander;

• The Observatory Civic Association, 
• Councillor Yusuf Mohamed and Carolyn Dudgeon (Ward 57)

In addition, we would like to express our thanks and gratitude to the following:
• Josette Cole – Social Trends Development Services c.c.;
• Julia September (Communitree and Seed Confidence);
• Susan Smith and the volunteers of the LPR user group;
• TBHIV Care;
• Our service providers and suppliers – Catalyst Communications, CBA,       

Connect 1-2-3, Dr Wash laundry, Gravit8, Green 4 Life Gardeners, Hawkes and 
Findlay, JP Tek, Narcom,  Omnivision, Mariechen du Plessis, Mason      Office 
Supplies, Niche Co., Observatory Petrol Station, Prime Cleaning Services, 
Sanitech, Securitas, Seacom, Solution House Software, Straatwerk OPHELP 
Projekte, Uniforms Unlimited and Utility Cloud Consulting. 

Special thanks to:
• Charl Brooks, Robert Witbooi and the deployed team at OBSID – Securitas;
• Cecil Kilpin Auditors;
• Ursula Genthe, Accounts Star c.c. – accounting services.
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Additional Surplus 
Utilisation 2021-22
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Audited Financial 
Statements 2021-22
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www.obsid.org.za
info@obsid.org.za

021 448 7090
Unit 13A St Michael’s Office Park,

Entrance on St Michael’s Road, Observatory, 7925
Company Registration: 2008/020680/08

http://www.obsid.org.za 
mailto:info%40obsid.org.za%20?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/Observatory.Improvement.District
https://www.instagram.com/obsidct/

